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poses that, belongs in the same category as the Hitler
stuff did at the Nuremberg trials: Ezekiel and Rahm
Emanuel are the same thing, as a guy standing on trial
in the court in Germany, at the end of the war, for crimes
against humanity. They are the same thing! We tried
those guys, after the war, after the horror. We’ve got to
stop these guys, before the horror! And everything this
Obama Administration has represented, in its leading
efforts, in this period, since its inauguration, to the pres-

E-Z-Kill Emanuel:
Cut Care to Elderly
and Infants

ent day, is a horror-show, which should eliminated, by a
conscience-stricken process of government, now.
These policies are not terrible enough—you know
what you’re going to get? Yes! The great crisis technically comes in the beginning of October, when the fiscal
year ends, and you have to sort out the paper, legally,
and you can’t hide all the lies, all this time. But that’s not
when it’s going to happen: Because the suffering caused
by this breakdown is hitting millions of people, our citizens, now. Those who are shut off from
all succor. States, 30-40 states, are
breaking down, as a result of this.
People are going to starve to death
under conditions of the present trend,
unless we change it.
We’re not going to wait until October!

Obama health-care policy advisor Ezekiel Emanuel announced a “complete
lives system” for selecting who should
live and who should die, in an article,
“Principles for Allocation of Scarce Med
ical Interventions,” published Jan. 31,
2009 in the British medical journal Lancet. Emanuel was then appointed to the Federal Coordinating Council on Comparative Effective
ness Research, to begin the design of a Federal health-care “reform.”
Emanuel writes: “When implemented, the complete lives system
produces a priority curve on which individuals aged between roughly
15 and 40 years get the most substantial chance, whereas the youngest
and oldest people get chances that are attenuated.”
He continues: “Strict youngest-first allocation directs scarce resources predominantly to infants. This approach seems incorrect. The
death of a 20-year-old woman is intuitively worse than that of a
2-month-old girl, even though the baby has had less life. The 20-year-old
has a much more developed personality than the infant, and has drawn
upon the investment of others to begin as-yet-unfulfilled projects.”
He criticizes the “lottery” selection of those to be saved, as based
on the “unscientific” notion that “each person’s desire to stay alive
should be regarded as of the same importance and deserving the
same respect as that of anyone else.”
Emanuel rejects earlier charges that compared systems like his to
that of the Nazis. “Ultimately,” he writes, “the complete lives system
does not create ‘classes of Untermenschen whose lives and well
being are deemed not worth spending money on,’ but rather empowers us to decide fairly whom to save when genuine scarcity makes
saving everyone impossible.”
See: http://www.lancet.com/journals/lancet/article/PIIS01406736(09)60137-9/fulltext
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We Have To Stop Being Sheep!
Now, there are two ways we can do
this: We can do this peacefully, or we
can get into a kind of crisis and chaos,
which leads to blood in the streets,
which also creates the threat of a dictatorship, somebody trying to impose a
dictatorship. So, we have to deal with
this problem now. We have to send
Obama into adult supervision, now. We
have to take the whole crowd around
him, including all the Brothers Emanuel, Orszag, that lunatic Larry Summers, that gutless wonder Geithner,
and that foolish fellow sitting on top of
the Federal Reserve System—and just
throw ’em out. Throw ’em out! Get
’em out, chase ’em away! Scat! Scat!!
And, we don’t have a problem then.
You have the President under supervision—under adult supervision. You
have the normal institutions of government, responding in a normal way. You
have the members of the Congress, terrified, after the lynching they’re about
to be threatened with, when they get
back to their home bases.
We don’t really have much of a
problem. We have to recognize what
our assets and our options are, and exercise them. And we have to stop being
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